Abstract. This paper presents a simple iterated local search metaheuristic incorporating a k-opt local search (KLS), called Iterated KLS (IKLS for short), for solving the maximum clique problem (MCP). IKLS consists of three components: LocalSearch at which KLS is used, a Kick called LEC-Kick that escapes from local optima, and Restart that occasionally diversifies the search by moving to other points in the search space. IKLS is evaluated on DIMACS benchmark graphs. The results showed that IKLS is an effective algorithm for the MCP through comparisons with multi-start KLS and state-of-the-art metaheuristics.
Introduction
Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary undirected graph where V is the set of n vertices and E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges in G. For a subset S ⊆ V , let G(S) = (S, E ∩ S × S) be the subgraph induced by S. A graph G = (V, E) is complete if all its vertices are pairwise adjacent, i.e., ∀ i, j ∈ V with i = j, (i, j) ∈ E. A clique C is a subset of V such that the induced graph G(C) is complete. The objective of the maximum clique problem (MCP) is to find a clique of maximum cardinality in G. See the recent survey [3] on the MCP, which also contains an extensive bibliography.
The MCP is known to be N P-hard [4] for arbitrary graphs, and strong negative results have been shown. Håstad [6] showed that if N P = ZPP then no polynomial time algorithm can approximate the maximum clique within a factor of n 1− for any > 0, and this margin was tightened by Khot [13] to n/2 (log n) (1− ) .
Several exact methods such as branch-and-bound algorithms [23, 20] have been proposed to solve the MCP exactly. However, their effectiveness and applicability are limited to relatively small or sparse graphs. Therefore much effort has been directed towards devising efficient heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms to find near-optimal solutions to large (dense) graphs within reasonable times. A collection of them can be found in [8, 3] . More recently, the following promising metaheuristic algorithms have been proposed: Reactive Local Search [2] , Variable Neighborhood Search [5] , Steady-State Genetic Algorithm [22] , and Dynamic Local Search [21] .
Most of the (meta)heuristic approaches to the MCP are based on a basic heuristical principle that prefers vertices of higher degrees to vertices of lower degrees in order to find a larger clique. Heuristics based on the principle are called greedy. The greedy heuristic can be regarded as a local search (or local improvement) method. The basic procedure is as follows: Given a current clique CC having a single vertex v ∈ V , one of the vertices in vertex set P A of the highest degree given by deg G(P A) is repeatedly added to expand CC until P A is empty, where P A denotes the vertex set of possible additions, i.e., the vertices that connected to all vertices of CC, and deg G(S) (v) stands for the degree of a vertex v ∈ S in the subgraph G(S), where S ⊆ V . This greedy method was called 1-opt local search in [9] because at each iteration t, a single vertex v ∈ P A (t) is moved to CC (t) to obtain a larger clique CC (t+1) := CC (t) ∪ {v}. The 1-opt local search has been generalized in [9] by moving multiple vertices, instead of a single vertex, at each iteration, in order to obtain a better clique. The generalized local search is called k-opt local search (KLS). In KLS, variable, not fixed, k vertices are moved to or from a current clique simultaneously at each iteration by applying a sequence of add and drop move operations. The idea of the sequential moves in KLS is borrowed from variable depth search (VDS) of Lin and Kernighan [12, 14] . KLS has been tested on the 37 hard DIMACS benchmark graphs [8] and compared with recent metaheuristics of reactive local search [2] , genetic local search and iterated local search [16] . The results showed that KLS was capable of finding better or at least competitive cliques in reasonable times.
Since KLS can be regarded as a simple local improvement tool and there is no parameter setting by user, such as one to compulsorily stop KLS [9] , it can be used, without serious modification for the algorithm, as a component in metaheuristic frameworks such as iterated local search [15] , memetic algorithm [19] , etc. Similar concepts can be found in several metaheuristics incorporating LinKernighan heuristic (VDS based local search) for the traveling salesman problem (TSP): iterated Lin-Kernighan [7] , chained Lin-Kernighan [1] , and genetic iterated local search [10] . For other hard problems, several metaheuristics with VDS based local search have been proposed for the graph partitioning problem [17] and for the unconstrained binary quadratic programming problem [11, 18] . These algorithms are known to be one of the best available metaheuristic algorithms to the TSP and other hard problems. It therefore seems that their high search performances mainly depend on effectiveness of the local search part of which the algorithms are composed. Judging from these contributions and dependability, the applications of metaheuristics embedded with KLS to the MCP appear to be effective and promising.
In this paper we propose an iterated local search incorporating KLS, called Iterated KLS (IKLS for short) for the MCP. IKLS consists of three components: LocalSearch KLS, Kick called Lowest-Edges-Connectivity-based Kick (LECKick for short), and Restart; the details can be found in Section 2. We evaluate the performance of IKLS on the DIMACS graphs, and show that despite the simplicity of the procedure, IKLS is effective through comparisons with multistart KLS and the promising metaheuristics described above for the MCP. 
Iterated k-Opt Local Search
Iterated local search [15] can be thought of as a simple and powerful metaheuristic that repeatedly applies local search technique to solutions which are obtained by kick technique (corresponding to a mutation) that escapes from previously found local optima. In this section we show an iterated local search incorporating KLS, called Iterated k-opt Local Search (IKLS for short), for the MCP.
IKLS
Given a local optimum (clique), each iteration of IKLS consists of LocalSearch at which KLS is used and Kick that escapes from local optima obtained by KLS. As the additional strategy performed occasionally, we use Restart that diversifies the search by moving to other positions in the search space. The top level flow of IKLS is shown in Figure 1 .
At first (line 1), we generate a feasible solution (clique) C that contains a single vertex selected from V at random. We then compute the associated P A, OM , and deg G(P A) 1 , where OM denotes, given a current clique CC, the vertex set of one edge missing, i.e., the vertices that are connected to |CC| − 1 vertices of CC, provided that CC ⊆ OM . KLS is applied to C, and the resulting local optimum is stored as the best clique C best . The loop (lines 3-12) of IKLS that includes the three components is repeated until the stopping condition (line 12) is satisfied. In our experiments, we stop IKLS when the clique with target size that is optimal (or best-known) for each graph is found or the maximum execution number of local searches is equal to 100 × n, where n is the number of vertices of G.
The details of LocalSearch, Kick, and Restart components are described in the following subsections. 
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Local Search
The work of LocalSearch process in IKLS is to find local optima in a given graph G. In the process we use KLS at lines 2, 5 and 9 in Figure 1 . In the following, we briefly review KLS [9] , and describe simple devices given for KLS.
KLS performs several add and drop moves for a given feasible clique CC at each iteration. The add move is to add a vertex v ∈ P A to CC if P A = ∅ and the drop move is to drop a vertex v ∈ CC. A set of neighbor cliques obtained by each of the 1-opt moves is called 1-opt neighborhood.
The 1-opt neighborhood has been based in most of the existing (meta)heuristic algorithms [8, 3, 16, 2, 21] for the MCP. Therefore, it is natural to consider lager neighborhoods than the 1-opt one. However, it is confronted with several drawbacks, such as how many vertices should be moved at each iteration, because the feasible cliques and reasonable search are usually desired in local search; see [9] on details of the drawbacks. In [9] , the drawbacks were removed by introducing variable depth search (VDS) [12, 14] that is to change the size of the neighborhood adaptively so that the algorithm can effectively traverse larger search space within reasonable time. KLS determines dynamically at each iteration the value of k, where k is the number of vertices to move. KLS efficiently explores the (variable) k-opt neighborhood defined as the set of neighbors that can be obtained by a sequence of several add and drop moves that are adaptively changed in the feasible search space. More details and the basic procedure of KLS can be found in [9] .
To perform effective searches with IKLS, two simple devices are given for the original KLS of [9] . The pseudo code of KLS for which the devices are given is shown in Figure 2 . Note that the devices lead to no serious modifications and the basic procedure is the same as the original KLS.
The first one is to alter the process on the vertex selection rule performed in the add and drop phases of KLS. In KLS used in IKLS, we select a vertex of the highest degree in subgraph G(P A ∩ P ) at line 6 instead of G(P A) in the add phase, and select a vertex from the current clique in the drop phase such that resulting |P A ∩ P | instead of |P A| is maximized at line 11. This simple device in KLS contributes to slightly improve average size of cliques obtained by it without increasing the computation time in many cases.
The second device (line 3) is related to the following Kick process.
Kick
The role of Kick is to escape from local optima found by LocalSearch process by moving to other points where are not so far from the local optima in the search space. This moving is made by perturbing the current local optimum slightly so that a different local optimum can be found by the forthcoming local search. Therefore, the general desire in designing Kick for a specific problem is to reduce the probability to fall back into a previously found local optimum without moving to a search point where is far away from the current one. In the traveling salesman problem (TSP), a well-known kick method called double-bridge move [1, 7, 15] has been used for iterated local search and other relevant metaheuristic approaches in which a local search such as Lin-Kernighan heuristic [14] is incorporated. It is known to be very useful in that it avoids to fall back into a local optimum just found by the previous local search.
Since the double-bridge kick cannot be applied to the MCP, we newly design a simple kick method for IKLS. One of the simplest methods is, given a current clique CC, to drop m (1 ≤ m < |CC|) vertices from CC. However, it is difficult to determine the number m that corresponds to perturbation strength [15] because a suitable and optimal m may depend on graph, clique given, etc. Therefore, the perturbation strength should be determined adaptively in IKLS. Our newly designed method, called Lowest-Edges-Connectivity-based Kick (LEC-Kick for short) is quite simple, and no parameter setting value such as m is required.
In IKLS, the Kick process (LEC-Kick) is performed at line 4 in Figure 1 , and the detail is shown in Figure 3 . Lines 1-4 show the exceptional processing performed only when all vertices of CC have no edge to all vertices of V \CC in G. In this case, we select a single vertex v from V \CC at random, and return the new (poor) clique having v.
Otherwise, the main process of LEC-Kick is performed at lines 5-9 in Figure 3 . At first, we randomly select a vertex v ∈ V \CC with the lowest edge number to vertices of CC. After that, all vertices that are not connected to v are removed from CC to make a new clique at line 7. The new clique contains the vertex v that is not included in the initial clique given for the kick process. In this point, containing such a vertex v into a newly kicked clique to the forthcoming local search may contribute to reduce the probability to fall back into the clique just discovered by the previous local search.
Although the number of vertices dropped from CC is adaptively determined in the main LEC-Kick process, it may be feared that most of the vertices are dropped and therefore the resulting size of the clique kicked is too small. We will show the additional results (in Table 1 ) related to this concern in Section 3.
To further reduce the probability described above, a simple device is given for the forthcoming KLS as the second device; the vertices dropped from CC at line 7 in Figure 3 are removed from the set P at line 3 in Figure 2 . This device is performed only for the first iteration of the forthcoming KLS, not for all the iterations.
Let us concentrate our attention on Kick and LocalSearch processes in IKLS. Both processes are sequentially performed in every IKLS iteration to repeatedly explore the cliques that exist around local optima. It therefore seems to be similar to the "plateau search" [2, 21] . We here regard the sequential search performed by the two processes as "sawteeth search" instead of "plateau search" because the up-and-down motion imaged from fluctuations of the sizes of cliques searched by the sequential processes is relatively larger than that imaged from the sizes of cliques found in the original plateau search as in [2] . Note that restricted plateau searches are self-adaptively executed in KLS itself.
Restart
The aim of Restart, the additional strategy performed occasionally in IKLS, is to diversify the main search of IKLS, i.e., the sawteeth search described at the previous subsection, by moving compulsorily to other points in the search space. Since such diversifications should be given after the sawteeth search was performed for a while, we occasionally perform Restart process if the following condition is satisfied at line 7 in Figure 1 : if no new best clique CC best is found for more than |CC best | iterations of the sawteeth search in IKLS, where |CC best | is the size of the best clique CC best found so far in the search. In response to this requirement, a new clique is generated at line 8 by selecting a single vertex v ∈ V \{CC best } at random. At line 9, the new clique C, the single vertex selected, is expanded by KLS, and the sawteeth search is started again.
Experimental Results
In order to evaluate the performance of IKLS, we performed extensive computational experiments on the 37 hard instances of DIMACS benchmark graphs with up to 4000 nodes and up to 5506380 edges, available from the Second DI-MACS Implementation Challenge 2 . All experiments were performed on HewlettPackard xw4300 workstation with Pentium4 3.4GHz, 4GB RAM, and Fedora Core 5, using the gcc compiler 4.11 with '-O2' option. To execute the DIMACS Machine Benchmark 3 , this machine required 0.45 CPU seconds for r300.5, 2.78 (s) for r400.5 and 8.32 (s) for r500.5.
We first compare the performance of IKLS with that of multi-start KLS (MKLS for short) because it is reasonable in that both algorithms are based on the same local search KLS, and it may be useful to see the performance difference between the algorithmic frameworks. MKLS is a simple procedure, in which repeatedly KLS is applied to newly generated cliques at random, and the best overall clique is kept and output as the result. Each MKLS iteration consists of two parts: generating an initial (poor) clique having a single vertex from V at random and KLS that is applied to the initial clique. In our experiments, this simple process is repeated until the clique with target size that is known to be optimal (or best-known) for each graph is found or 100 × n iterations. The stopping condition for MKLS is the same with IKLS (see 2.1). The remaining parameter setting that should be set for IKLS has been described at 2.4. Table 1 shows the results of IKLS and MKLS. Each approach was run independently for 100 times on each graph, provided MKLS was carried out 10 runs instead of 100 runs only for MANN a81 because of a large amount of computation times. The first two columns of the table contain the instance names and their best-known clique size "BR" ('*' if optimality is proved), respectively. In the following columns for IKLS results, we show the best found clique size "Best" with the number of times in which the best found cliques could be found by the algorithm "(#B)", the average clique size "Avg" with standard deviation "(s.dev.)", the worst clique size "Worst" with the number of times in which the worst cliques were found by the algorithm "(#W)", the average running time "Time(s)" 4 with standard deviation "(s.dev.)" in seconds in case the algorithm could find the best found cliques. The following three columns show the additional information in IKLS executions: the average steps of add moves "#add", the average number of kicks applied in a single IKLS run "#kick", and the average number of vertices dropped from current cliques in the kick process "#dk". In the remaining columns, we provide for MKLS results with the corresponding meaning which can be found in the columns of the IKLS results.
We observed in Table 1 that IKLS is capable of finding the best-known clique on all graphs, while MKLS fails on brock400 2, brock800 2, brock800 4, and keller6. It was shown that the average results "Avg" of IKLS were at least equal to, or better than those of MKLS except for C2000.9. In particular, the results of IKLS on MANN a81 and keller6, known to be the hardest instances in the DIMACS graph set, were considerably better. Therefore the IKLS framework for the MCP seems to be better than the multi-start framework with KLS in Table 1 . Table 2 . Results of IKLS, RLS, DLS, VNS, and HSSGA on the DIMACS benchmark graphs IKLS RLS [2] DLS [21] VNS [5] HSSGA [22] Instance terms of solution qualities although MKLS reaches the optimal or best-known clique in shorter times on several graphs, such as DSJC1000.5, p hat1500-1, etc. As shown in subsection 2.3, although the number of vertices dropped from current clique in LEC-Kick is adaptively determined with the edge density of a given graph G and the connectivity of the current clique to a vertex v selected from V \CC at random, it is feared that most of the vertices are dropped in LEC-Kick and the size of the resulting clique is too small. The additional results of the column "#dk" in Table 1 wipe out the fear; for example, for MANN a81 that is a dense graph and for DSJC500.5 that is a sparse (not dense) graph with edge density of 0.5, the average numbers of vertices dropped from current cliques are 26 and 9 (that correspond to 2.36% and 69.2% in each BR of the graphs), respectively. If we suppose that the optimal clique size depends on the edge density of G and in addition, KLS obtains near-optimum cliques in many iterations of IKLS, the perturbation strength in LEC-Kick (the results of "#dk") is quite reasonable in many cases to escape from local optima.
Results of Iterated KLS and Multistart KLS on the DIMACS benchmark graphs
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We next compare the performance of IKLS with those of state-of-the-art promising metaheuristics with which good results have been reported: Reactive Local Search (RLS) [2] , Dynamic Local Search (DLS) [21] , Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) [5] , and Steady-State Genetic Algorithm (HSSGA) [22] . Table 2 It is considerably impressive that the cliques of size 1100 on MANN a81, known to be one of the hardest graphs in the benchmark set, can be obtained by IKLS in all 100 runs in relatively short running times, while RLS and DLS only finds the cliques of size 1098 as the best result in 100 runs, and VNS obtains the average size of 1099.3 in 10 runs with the clique sizes ranging from 1098 to 1100. Therefore, the capability of IKLS to find the best-known cliques of size 1100 for MANN a81 is superior to the recent metaheuristics. Furthermore, it can be observed that IKLS finds the best-known cliques of size 59 on keller6 in all runs in shorter running times. From these results, it should be noted that IKLS is more efficient and effective than the others for such hard graphs.
The results of IKLS for the other graphs seem to be comparable with those of RLS, DLS, and VNS except for larger and denser C graphs such as C2000.9. For larger brock graphs such as brock800 2, brock800 4, etc., DLS clearly outperforms IKLS and the others on the average clique sizes obtained.
Although in this paper the results of IKLS have been shown only for the 37 graphs chosen from the 80 DIMACS benchmark ones, additional experimental results showed that IKLS obtained the best-known cliques in all 100 runs for the remaining graphs except for larger brock graphs. In addition, we have already observed that Restart in IKLS contributes to improve the total performance on larger MANN a graphs in comparison to IKLS without Restart. Finally, in IKLS we adopted the random walk acceptance criterion [15] , where a new solution found by KLS is perturbed by LEC-Kick in each IKLS iteration without taking into account the quality of solutions in the acceptance decision. Additional experimental results indicated that an alternative procedure of IKLS in which C best (the best clique found so far) is perturbed by LEC-Kick was inferior to IKLS shown in the paper on C1000.9, C4000.5, MANN a45, MANN a81, gen400 p0.9 55, keller6, and all brock graphs particularly.
Conclusion
We proposed a simple iterated local search metaheuristic, called Iterated k-opt Local Search (IKLS), for solving the maximum clique problem (MCP). Each iteration of IKLS has the components of LocalSearch at which KLS is used and a Kick called Lowest-Edges-Connectivity-based Kick that adaptively determines the perturbation strength. Both processes, called the sawteeth search, are repeated for a while, and Restart is performed occasionally in order to diversify the search by compulsorily moving to other points in the search space. After the diversification, the sawteeth search is started again. Finally the best clique (or the target sized one) found by IKLS is output as the result.
To see the performance difference between algorithmic frameworks based on the same local search, KLS, we first compared Iterated KLS (IKLS) with multistart KLS (MKLS) on the 37 DIMACS benchmark graphs. The difference was observed on in particular hard graphs, and we showed that the IKLS framework is suitable for solving the MCP. Furthermore, the results of IKLS were compared with recent results of effective metaheuristics on the benchmark graphs. It was demonstrated that although IKLS fails on some graphs, it is capable of finding better or at least competitive cliques despite the simplicity of the procedure. In particular, it was impressive that IKLS found in all runs the cliques of size 1100 on MANN a81, one of the hardest graphs in the benchmark set, and obtained the best-known cliques in all runs on keller6 in shorter running times than the other metaheuristics. We therefore conclude that IKLS is effective and a new promising metaheuristic for the MCP.
